“Extension” your learning and "apps"plore with GAFE

https://goo.gl/jBQ6ru
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Anyone signed in to their Google Account?

Please let me “TONE” you!!
The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teachers Who Use Technology

1. They always start with the WHY.
   - Do not use technology for technology’s sake.
   - Always have a reason to use technology.

2. They are malleable and can easily adapt.
   - Are innovators and early adapters.
   - Realize that only change brings progress.

3. They embrace change.
   - Are innovators and early adapters.
   - Realize that only change brings progress.

4. They share, share, share, and then share some more.
   - Collaborate beyond school walls.
   - Share best practices to benefit everyone.

5. They think WIN-WIN-WIN-WIN
   - Understand that buy-in necessary from admin, teachers, parents and students.

6. They are extremely thorough and think two steps ahead.
   - Know the answers to questions and have concrete examples.

7. They actively care.
   - Always thinking of ways to engage their students.
   - Embrace technology because it allows them to make a greater impact.

Blogged by @TeachThought  bit.ly/7TechHabits

Drawn by @sylviaduckworth
https://todaysmeet.com/IDEAS2015
A - teacher, therapist or other service provider
B - administrator, coordinator, specialist
C - parent, caregiver
D - other

PLICKERS question!
A - We are a GAFE system and use apps/ext already

B - We are a GAFE system, but are just touching the iceberg

C - I think we are a GAFE system, but IDK!

D - What the heck is GAFE?
GAFE + CHROME =

Wuv,

twue wuv...
a hosted solution for email, calendar, and chat

The Google Apps for Education Suite

Tools that your entire school can use, together

Classroom  Gmail  Drive  Calendar  Docs  Sheets  Slides  Sites

BUT...that’s only the beginning!
Google App Add-Ons
Download within the App.
JOIN ME on Google Docs!

https://goo.gl/mHBQyY
Chrome Web Store - Apps
What are (Google) APPLICATIONS?

Answer:
- Apps are basically shortcuts to websites.
- They run within Chrome's browser, and they may not even require any downloads.
- They show up as icons in your app launcher!

AKA: “The Waffle”
Where/how to get **apps**: 

1. **Web Store**
2. **Chrome Bookmarks**
3. **Play Books**
4. **Chrome Speak**
Apps for Reading

- **NaturalReader Text to Speech**
  - Rated 4.5 stars (62)
  - Category: Books
  - 46,289 users

- **Chrome Speak**
  - Rated 3.5 stars (787)
  - Category: Productivity

- **Fluency Tutor™ for Google (Teacher App)**
  - Rated 4.5 stars (12)
  - Category: Teacher & Admin Tools
  - 22,859 users

- **Kindle Cloud Reader**
  - Rated 4.5 stars (2,316,590)
  - Category: Books
  - 2,316,590 users
Apps for Writing:

- **MindMap**
  - offered by mindmapmaker.org
  - ★★★★★ (152) | Creative Tools | 91,073 users

- **Writing Numbers Lite**
  - offered by www.magentis.com
  - ★★★★★ (2) | Education | 1,538 users

- **Voice Recognition**
  - offered by https://dictation.io
  - ★★★★★ (623) | Office Applications | 315,799 users

- **SAS Writing Navigator**
  - offered by https://www.sascurriculump...
  - ★★★★★ (6) | Academic Resources | 10,145 users

- **Grammar Checker and Synonym Tool by...**
  - offered by gingersoftware.com
  - ★★★★★ (224) | Office Applications | 63,424 users
Apps for Math:

Desmos Graphing Calculator
offered by desmos.com
★★★★★ (1162) | Academic Resources | 1,450,282 users

Calculator
offered by online-calculator.marketpan...
★★★★★ (44) | Calculators | 16,873 users

GeoGebra
offered by geogebra.org
★★★★★ (1122) | Academic Resources | 2,180,443 users
Apps for Organization (productivity):

- Evernote Web
  - Offered by evernote.com
  - ★★★★★ (9244) | Productivity

- Google Calendar
  - Offered by https://www.google.com/cal...
  - ★★★★★ (13223) | Office Applications

- Google Keep - notes and lists
  - Offered by google.com
  - ★★★★★ (15207) | Task Management | available for Android
PLICKERS question!

A - Reading
B - Writing
C - Math
D - Organization
Chrome Web Store - Extensions
What are (Google) EXTENSIONS?

Answer:

- CHANGE your browser (CHROME) to do something **bigger, better, faster**!
- You have to INSTALL them.
- They show up as icons to the right of your search/url bar.
- You MUST be signed in to Google Chrome for Extensions to work!

“hamburger” = settings
Where/how to get extensions:
Extensions for Reading

- **Image Dictionary**
  - Offered by nick.script0
  - ★★★★★ (13) | Search Tools | 12,977 users

- **Google Dictionary (by Google)**
  - Offered by Google
  - ★★★★★ (9813) | Search Tools | 2,589,902 users

- **Read&Write for Google™**
  - Offered by texthelp.com
  - ★★★★★ (396) | Accessibility | 1,179,825 users

- **BeeLine Reader**
  - Offered by beelinereader.com
  - ★★★★★ (74) | Productivity | 61,534 users

- **Clipped**
  - Offered by cricketstar1234
  - ★★★★★ (11) | Productivity | 4,549 users

- **Print Friendly & PDF**
  - Offered by www.printfriendly.com
  - ★★★★★ (734) | Productivity | 308,857 users

- **SpeakIt!**
  - Offered by sketchboy.com
  - ★★★★★ (2627) | Productivity
Extensions for Writing:

- **Read&Write for Google™**
  - Offered by texthelp
  - ★★★★★ (396) | Accessibility | 1,179,825 users

- **Super Simple Highlighter**
  - Offered by dexterouslogic.com
  - ★★★★★ (95) | Productivity | 18,793 users

- **Cite This For Me: Web Citer**
  - Offered by https://www.citethisforme.com...
  - ★★★★★ (95) | Productivity | 78,345 users

- **Speech recognition online - Speechpad....**
  - Offered by https://speechpad.ru
  - ★★★★★ (399) | Accessibility | 48,255 users
Extensions for Organization (productivity):

- **Google Translate**
  - Offered by translate.google.com
  - ★★★★★ (13571) | Productivity | 4,370,484 users

- **feedly Mini**
  - Offered by www.feedly.com
  - ★★★★★ (23649) | News & Weather

- **AppJump App Launcher and Organizer**
  - Offered by www.visibotech.com
  - ★★★★ (311) | Fun | 35,503 users

- **Category Tabs for Google Keep™**
  - Offered by carlosjeurissen.com
  - ★★★★ (189) | Productivity | 50,414 users

- **Evernote Web Clipper**
  - Offered by evernote.com
  - ★★★★★ (99402) | Productivity | 4,193,301 users

- **Extensions Manager (aka Switcher)**
  - Offered by cmrd.Kaash
  - ★★★★ (480) | Productivity | 81,707 users

- **Symbaloo Bookmarker 0.5.0**
  - Offered by www.symbaloo.com
  - ★★★★ (62) | Productivity | 45,836 users
PLICKERS question!

A - Reading
B - Writing
C - Math
D - Organization
For Schools with GAFE accounts and Chromebooks or Android devices!
GOOGLE “Add-ons”
For DOCS, SHEETS, FORMS
# GOOGLE APPS AND EXTENSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPS</th>
<th>EXTENSIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Writing** | • Voice recognition  
• Mindmap | • Clipped  
• Print Friendly  
• Image Dictionary  
• Beeline reader  
• Google Dictionary  
• Read & Write for Google ($)  
• Super Simple highlighter  
• Save to Google Drive  
• Cite this for me  
• Ginger |
| **Math** | • Desmos graphing calculator  
• Calculator  
• Geogebra | |
| **Organization** | • Evernote Web  
• Google Calendar  
• Google Keep | • AppJump  
• Extensions Manager  
• Symblalko |
| **Other FAVES!** | • Scan QR (chromebooks)  
• Google Tone | |
- calculator
- easybib bibliography
- speech recognition
- template gallery
- thesaurus
- verity spell
GATE Presentation Information

NOTE: Basic room setup includes head table, chairs, and projector. We do not provide computers for presenting; you must provide your own. Wireless internet will be provided for presenters. If you are presenting with iPads, PC or MAC, you must bring your own dongle/adapter to connect to the LCD projector.

Please email gateseminar@gmail.com if you have any questions or concerns about completing this form.

Presentation Type:
- Educational Session (50-minute presentation on research paper results, lessons learned, and best practices. Sessions featuring implementation strategies with multiple products may be submitted.)
- Vendor Session (50-minute presentation featuring a single product.)
- Hands-on-Lab BYOD Session (50-minute sessions. Participants bring their own technology to interact during presentation.)

Would you be willing to repeat your presentation based on demand?
- yes
- no

Presentation Title:
As it will appear in the seminar program. Please limit to 10 words or less.
Shameless Plug for GATE!

INFO
(Including Call for Presenters):

http://www.gatfl.org/

4th Annual G.A.T.E. Assistive Technology Seminar
Hosted by the Metro Atlanta Assistive Technology Consortium in collaboration with Georgia Tools for Life

$10 Registration Fee
Friday, December 4, 2015
8 AM – 4:30 PM
Georgia Tech Student Center
350 Ferst Dr. NW, Atlanta, GA 30313
Google App Add-Ons
Download within the App.
A - Great! I am ready to rock some apps/extensions/add-ons!

B - I think I’ve got it and will need to practice!

C - Whoa, slow down! I’m a little overwhelmed...

D - What apps, extensions and add-ons? ;)

**PLICKERS question!**
Jessica Mormon
mormanj@troup.org